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During the first five or six years of my imprisonment, I learned the survival strategies that got me
through the last ten. These are the experiences I'm summarizing here. Bang. door to your cell is
shut. You have survived the arrest, you are mad that you weren t more careful, you worry that they
will get others too, you wonder what will happen to your group and whether a lawyer has been
called yet of course you show none of this. weapon, the fake papers, your own clothes, all gone.
prison garb and the shoes they ve thrown at you are too big maybe because they want to play silly
games with you, maybe because they really blow terrorists out of proportion in their minds and the
control over your own appearance taken out of your hands. You look around, trying to get an
understanding of where you ll spend the next few years of your life. Prison Round Trip was first
published in German in 2003 as Einmal Knast und zur?ck. essay s...
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Reviews
The ebook is straightforward in read easier to recognize. It is actually writter in basic phrases and not di icult to understand. You can expect to like just
how the author compose this book.
-- Camilla Kub
Good e-book and beneficial one. it absolutely was writtern quite flawlessly and beneficial. I am delighted to explain how this is basically the very best
ebook i have read through within my very own daily life and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Prof. Leonardo Parker
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